The Laughlin Phase {#Sec1}
==================

In theoretical studies of the fractional quantum Hall effect (FQHE) \[[@CR9]--[@CR12], [@CR14], [@CR40]\] Laughlin's wave function(s) \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\] play a fundamental role. There is such a function for every positive integer $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Psi _\mathrm{Lau}=c _\mathrm{Lau}\prod _{i<j}(z_i-z_j)^{\ell } e^{-\sum _{i=1}^N|z_i|^2/2} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_i\in \mathbb C$$\end{document}$ are the positions of *N* particles moving in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c _\mathrm{Lau}$$\end{document}$ is a normalization factor (depending on *N* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell =1$$\end{document}$ corresponds to noninteracting fermions), while for bosons $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell \ge 2$$\end{document}$ is even. Bosonic wave functions of this type are potentially relevant for atomic gases in artificial magnetic fields \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR21], [@CR30], [@CR34], [@CR42]\]. The analysis below applies to Laughlin states of both symmetry types.

The Laughlin state ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is a special kind of wave function in the Lowest Landau level (LLL) of a Hamiltonian with a strong magnetic field perpendicular to the plane where the particles move. The general form of such functions is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Psi (z_1,\dots ,z_N)= A(z_1,\dots , z_N)\, e^{-\sum _{i=1}^N|z_i|^2/2} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with *A* analytic, antisymmetric for fermions and symmetric for bosons. Also square integrability is required, but *A* is not restricted to polynomials. If there is strong repulsive two-body interaction between the particles, the Laughlin function  ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is a natural trial function for low energy states. The factors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(z_i-z_j)^{\ell }$$\end{document}$ indeed suppress interactions by producing strong correlations between the particle positions. For certain zero-range interactions, ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is even an exact ground state \[[@CR13], [@CR31], [@CR41]\].

The success of Laughlin's theory of the FQHE fractions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1/\ell $$\end{document}$, based on ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), depends crucially on the fact that the Laughlin wave function behaves as an *incompressible liquid*, whose response to perturbations and external fields is extremely rigid. This in fact has two distinct aspects:1. The Laughlin wave function is an approximate ground state for the many-body Hamiltonian, and its energy is separated from the rest of the spectrum by a gap.2. Modifications of the Laughlin wave function that stay within the ground eigenspace of the many-body Hamiltonian cannot increase the local one-particle density beyond a fixed value.The main evidence for these facts is experimental and numerical. For model zero-range interactions, the justification of Property **1** would amount to a proof of an *N*-independent spectral gap, see e.g. \[[@CR21], Sect. 2.2\] or \[[@CR36], Sect. 2.1\] and references therein. We are not aware of a solution to this important problem, but some exact results for low values of *N* can be found in \[[@CR28], [@CR29]\].

Property **2** is not always recognized as a separate issue, but is also crucial for Laughlin's original argument supporting quantization of the Hall conductivity \[[@CR15], [@CR18]\] and for FQHE physics in general. Its importance lies in understanding the effect of an external potential that would try to concentrate the density as much as possible in energetically favorable places.

If the energy gap in Property **1** is sufficiently large we can exclude a jump across it and restrict attention to wave functions with the same interaction energy as the Laughlin function. We are thus led to study the set of all normalized wave functions of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Psi _F (z_1,\dots , z_N)= F(z_1,\dots , z_N)\Psi _\mathrm{Lau}(z_1,\dots , z_N) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with *F* analytic and symmetric under exchange of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_i$$\end{document}$. This form exhausts the class of functions that minimize the magnetic kinetic energy and at the same time avoid repulsive interactions by vanishing at least as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z_j$$\end{document}$ come together. In the bosonic case and with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\ell = 2$$\end{document}$ these are exactly the ground states of the contact interaction \[[@CR36], Sect. 2.1\]. We shall refer to the class of states of the form ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) as *fully correlated states*.

Physically, ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) includes the addition of 'quasi-holes'  (zeros of the wave-function) to the Laughlin state, essentially arbitrary correlations between the particles' and quasi-holes' locations being allowed. It is intuitive that this leads to a decrease of the *global* density. It is far from obvious, however, that no *local* increase of the density can occur anywhere. Several quasi-holes arranged tightly on a circle could, perhaps, increase the density inside the circle. Moreover, *F* need not contain any zeros at all like, e.g., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\exp (c\sum _i z_i^2)$$\end{document}$, which stretches the support of the density in one direction and shrinks it in another.

In this paper, we report on recent density bounds for fully correlated states that demonstrate the validity of Property **2** without invoking Property **1**. They hold essentially on length scales $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(N^{1/4})$$\end{document}$, much smaller than the full extent of the liquid, which is of order $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N^{1/2}$$\end{document}$, and are related to earlier partial results proved in \[[@CR37], [@CR38]\]. The full proofs are somewhat involved and presented elsewhere \[[@CR25]\], but we sketch the main arguments below and discuss physical applications.

Incompressibility Estimates {#Sec2}
===========================

In his pioneering paper \[[@CR16]\], Laughlin already argued that the one-particle density of the state ([1.1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) has the form of a circular droplet of radius $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\pi \ell )^{-1}$$\end{document}$. The argument was based on the plasma analogy, where the absolute square of the wave function is written as the Gibbs distribution of a classical 2D Coulomb gas, and subsequently treated by a mean-field approximation.

Recent mathematical analysis \[[@CR35], [@CR36], [@CR39]\] has confirmed the validity of this approximation for the Laughlin states and Laughlin's quasi-hole states where the prefactor *F* is a product in which each factor depends on a *single* variable, i.e., wave functions of the special form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \Psi _{f^{\otimes N}} (z_1,\dots , z_N)= \prod _{j=1} f(z_j) \Psi _\mathrm{Lau}(z_1,\dots , z_N) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$with *f* being a polynomial. These results however do not imply density bounds for the *general* state ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). The latter could, in particular, be a linear superposition of functions of the form ([2.1](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), and the density of a linear superposition needs not coincide with the linear superposition of the densities, because of quantum-mechanical interferences.

The analysis of \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\] was generalized to other prefactors of a special kind in \[[@CR37]\]. A common feature that emerged was an upper bound on the one-particle density of magnitude $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\pi \ell )^{-1}$$\end{document}$, which is the density of the Laughlin state itself. Such a bound was called an *incompressibility estimate* in \[[@CR37]\] because it is a manifestation of the resistance of the Laughlin state against attempts to compress its density. It relies essentially on the strong correlations of the Laughlin function and the analyticity of *F* in ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) which, physically, is due to the strong magnetic field confining the particles to the LLL. Without such a field and with weak correlations, the electron density in a crystal can be arbitrarily high locally, due to constructive interference of Bloch waves.

The mean-field methods of \[[@CR35]--[@CR37]\] are not applicable to general prefactors *F*. The question of a bound on the density for the general case was treated in \[[@CR38]\] with an entirely different technique, rooted in 2D potential theory. The bound obtained was four times the expected optimal value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\pi \ell )^{-1}$$\end{document}$ however. In this paper we explain that an improved version of the potential theoretic method leads to the correct optimal bound for *arbitrary* *F*.

As indicated by numerical studies \[[@CR7]\], the incompressibility bound for the density cannot be expected to hold pointwise for finite *N*. We prove, however, that it holds for local averages. Denote$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \rho _F (z) = N \int _{\mathbb {R}^{2(N-1)}} \left| \Psi _F \left( z, z_2,\ldots ,z_N \right) \right| ^2 dz_2 \ldots dz_N \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$the particle density of the state ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). Our main result is

Theorem 1 {#FPar1}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \int _{D} \rho _F \le \frac{1}{\pi \ell } |D| (1+o(1)) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where \|*D*\| is the area of the disk and *o*(1) tends to zero as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N\rightarrow \infty $$\end{document}$.

Recall that the magnetic length is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1/\sqrt{2}$$\end{document}$. The average can thus be taken on "mesoscopic scales", $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(N^{1/4+\varepsilon })$$\end{document}$, much smaller than the full extent of the state, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$O(N ^{1/2})$$\end{document}$, but not quite down to the expected finest scale, *O*(1). For realistic numbers \[[@CR40]\] one can have Quantum Hall systems with *N* of the order of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10^{-2}$$\end{document}$. A simple covering argument (reminiscent of the 'cheese theorem', see \[[@CR26], Sect. 14.4\] or \[[@CR22], Theorem 14\]) shows that ([2.3](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) implies the analogous result for any open set, not just a disk.

It follows that, for a continuous confining potential *V*, the smallest potential energy obtainable with a fully correlated state, i.e.,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} E_V(\ell ,N) := \min \left\{ \int _{\mathbb {R}^2} V \rho _F, \; \Psi _F \text{ of } \text{ the } \text{ form }~(1.3) \right\} , \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$is bounded below by the "bathtub energy" \[[@CR24], Theorem 1.14\]$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} E_V(\ell ,N) \gtrapprox E^\mathrm{bt}_V (\ell ) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$holds for large *N* provided *V* varies only on scales much larger than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The bound ([2.3](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) means that any compression of the particle density above the "magic value" $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\pi \ell ) ^{-1}$$\end{document}$ that one could imagine to accommodate the variations of an external potential would make us leave the class of fully correlated states, with corresponding increase in either the magnetic kinetic energy or the interaction energy. Assuming the spectral gap mentioned in Property **1**, no such density bump is allowed. This justifies two things *a posteriori*:That it is legitimate to neglect disorder in the sample and/or small external electric fields, as is done as a first approximation in the derivation of FQHE wave-functions.Laughlin's argument \[[@CR15], [@CR17]\] (see also \[[@CR14], Sects. 4.4, 9.3 and 9.5\]) that switching on an electric current moves electrons transversally without creating any charge accumulation, and generates a Hall conductivity of value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1/\ell $$\end{document}$.It has been proposed (see \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR42]\] for reviews) that Laughlin wave functions could be created in cold atomic gases, either by rapid rotation or by applying artificial magnetic fields. In this context, a magneto-optical trap confines the gas. Some recent proposals to reach the Laughlin state \[[@CR30], [@CR34]\] involve some non-trivial engineering of the trapping potential. How the Laughlin state responds is, therefore, of importance for the experimental set-up.

In addition, the precursor of FQHE states in a rapidly rotating Bose gas is a Bose-Einstein condensate (see \[[@CR21], [@CR27]\] and references therein). Observing the distinctly flat profile of the Laughlin state would already be a strong indication of the transition to the FQHE regime. A more complete probe could be the response of the gas to variations of the trapping potential: the Bose condensate follows the trap by taking a Thomas-Fermi-like shape (see \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR5]\] and references therein). The Laughlin state essentially does not respond to such variations, as exemplified by our main theorem.

We also point out that a combination of Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} with estimates obtained in \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\] leads to the following improvement of \[[@CR37], Corollary 2.3\]:

Corollary 2 {#FPar2}
-----------

(Optimization of the energy in radial traps). Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s>0$$\end{document}$. Then the potential energy within the class ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) is minimized by the Laughlin state ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is remarkable that the Laughlin state stays an approximate minimizer in any power-law trap (the result actually holds for more general radial increasing potentials). No matter how steep and narrow a potential well one imposes, it is impossible to compress the Laughlin state while keeping the form ([1.3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), i.e., without jumping across the spectral gap. Extensions of Corollary [2](#FPar2){ref-type="sec"} to general traps were recently proved in \[[@CR39]\]: For a trap of *arbitrary* shape, the minimal energy is asymptotically equal to the bathtub energy and can always be achieved by adding uncorrelated quasi-holes on top of Laughlin's function, i.e., by using wave functions of the form ([2.1](#Equ4){ref-type=""}).

Proof Strategy: The Exclusion Rule {#Sec3}
==================================

We now turn to sketching the proof of Theorem [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. Details are given in the longer paper \[[@CR25]\]. It is convenient to change variables and consider the scaled *N*-particle probability density$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 3 {#FPar3}
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The proof of this exclusion rule is sketched in the Appendix. To make the result plausible, observe the following: the first term in ([3.12](#Equ22){ref-type=""}) is the electrostatic potential generated by a constant background of charge density $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Strictly speaking, this strategy requires an priori bound ensuring that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

We have considered perturbations of the Laughlin state that may arise to accommodate external potentials, while keeping the system in the lowest Landau band and preserving the original correlations. We proved rigorously that no such perturbation can raise the particle density anywhere beyond the Laughlin value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix: Proof of the Main Lemmas {#Sec5}
==================================

Here, for completeness, we sketch the proofs of Lemmas [3](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"} and [4](#FPar4){ref-type="sec"}. The arguments are kept short; full details may be found in the longer paper \[[@CR25]\].

Proof of Lemma 3 {#FPar5}
----------------
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To prove the claim, we add and substract a term $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Lemma 4 {#FPar6}
----------------

The proof is by contradiction. Assume that, for some $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand, after scaling the variables by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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